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Chairman Chaffetz, Ranking Member Cummings, and members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT). CDT is a nonpartisan, nonprofit technology policy advocacy organization dedicated to protecting civil liberties and human rights, including privacy, free speech and access to information. We applaud the Committee for holding a hearing that covers the challenges of regulating unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) – “drones” – in a manner that preserves both innovation and privacy.

CDT supports the many beneficial applications of UAS, but also acknowledges the potential for UAS to erode civil liberties. Federal and constitutional law do not provide individuals with clear and meaningful privacy protection from government UAS. Common law provides limited privacy protection from private UAS, though any direct privacy regulation of private UAS must be harmonized with the First Amendment. Public distrust, rooted in a perceived lack of privacy protection, hampers the domestic UAS industry and the growth of the technology. To reap the full benefits of UAS, Congress and the industry should take steps to address the public’s legitimate privacy concerns. CDT recommends Congress pass federal legislation to enact privacy and transparency standards for UAS – especially law enforcement use. CDT also recommends that the UAS industry adopt a strong and accountable code of conduct.

I. UAS Privacy Issues

CDT readily recognizes that UAS is a valuable technology with many positive uses that pose little threat to privacy. We agree that unmanned aircraft can save lives, promote research, fight fires, make it easier to farm, track wildlife, relay WiFi signals to remote areas, deliver packages, reduce hardship for the many who work in hazardous conditions, and much more. CDT wants to see UAS utilized for science, commerce, disaster relief, journalism, education, and recreation. However, despite these clearly beneficial uses, we must not dismiss the strong potential for some unmanned aircraft applications to enable pervasive surveillance that degrades civil liberties.
Some have argued that UAS do not raise new privacy issues beyond those posed by manned aircraft, CCTV, or red light cameras. We disagree – because UAS operate from vantage points other systems do not reach, UAS can far exceed the privacy impact of those older technologies. Unlike helicopters, high grade UAS can quietly monitor a wide area for extended periods of time without refueling. CCTV and red light cameras are limited in their coverage: turn the corner, leave the intersection, or enter your fenced-in yard, and these systems can no longer observe you – but UAS can. It can be very difficult to avoid the gaze of high-flying UAS once an individual is outside. Because UAS are relatively inexpensive, they are likely to be used more frequently by more parties than most other aerial surveillance systems (like a helicopter). Combining UAS with cell tower emulators\(^1\), facial recognition cameras\(^2\), license plate scanners\(^3\), thermal imaging cameras\(^4\), open WiFi sniffers\(^5\), and other sensors\(^6\) can make the surveillance all the more intrusive.

Here is a nightmare scenario for civil liberties: A network of law enforcement UAS with sensors capable of identifying and tracking individuals monitors populated outdoor areas on a constant, pervasive basis for generalized public safety purposes. At the same time, commercial UAS platforms record footage of virtually anyone who steps out of her home, even if the individual remains on private property. This may seem an unlikely future to some. However, few existing laws would stand in the way, and the public does not yet trust the discretion of government or the UAS industry to prevent such scenarios from approaching reality.

In the past year, two incidents demonstrated the potential for large-scale federal law enforcement aerial surveillance. In 2014, it was revealed that Justice Department agencies used aircraft equipped with cell tower emulators to scan the identification numbers of the cell phones over which the aircraft flew.\(^7\) The flying range of the aircraft reportedly covered most of the U.S. population, with each flight potentially scanning cell phone data from tens of thousands of individuals with no connection to crime. In 2015, it was revealed that the Federal Bureau of Investigation operated scores of aircraft for surveillance related to ongoing
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investigations, usually without court approval.\(^8\) The government used manned flights in these examples, but UAS can make such surveillance more widespread, cheaper, and intrusive.

II. Privacy Laws and Law Enforcement UAS

At present, there are few clear nationwide restrictions on law enforcement use of UAS to monitor Americans outside their homes. There is no federal statutory protection. The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, which establishes a regulatory roadmap for integrating UAS into US airspace, does not mention privacy or transparency at all.\(^9\) No other federal statute provides privacy protection or prescribes a due process standard for government use of UAS for physical surveillance.

CDT believes prolonged physical surveillance of individuals violates Fourth Amendment principles.\(^10\) However, the federal courts have not provided consistent privacy protection from aerial surveillance. In a series of decisions in the late 1980s, the Supreme Court repeatedly found that individuals have no “reasonable expectation of privacy” – and therefore no Fourth Amendment protection – from warrantless government surveillance conducted from publicly navigable airspace.\(^11\) The Supreme Court even held, in \textit{Florida v. Riley} (1989), that the Fourth Amendment is not violated by warrantless police helicopter surveillance of the interior of a private building through a hole in the ceiling.\(^12\)

Courts have slowly begun to express skepticism of the maxim that there is no reasonable expectation of privacy from warrantless government surveillance out of the home. In \textit{United States v. Jones} (2012), the Supreme Court rejected the government’s argument that there is never a reasonable expectation of privacy from warrantless government surveillance out of the home, but the \textit{Jones} opinion is not a clear signal that the public has meaningful Fourth Amendment protection from aerial surveillance.\(^13\) More recently, the Eastern District of Washington held, in \textit{United States v. Vargas}, that the government violated the Fourth Amendment through secret surveillance of the front yard of a suspect’s rural home continuously for more than six weeks from a pole camera.\(^14\) An important, unanswered


\(^13\) The Court ultimately ruled on grounds that attaching a tracking device to a car was a physical trespass. The Court also said: “Thus, even assuming that the concurrence is correct to say that “[t]raditional surveillance” of Jones for a 4-week period “would have required a large team of agents, multiple vehicles, and perhaps aerial assistance,” post, at 12, our cases suggest that such visual observation is constitutionally permissible.” \textit{U.S. v. Jones}, 132 S.Ct. 945 (2012).

\(^14\) The court declared that Americans have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the activities occurring in and around the front yard of their homes, and that this expectation prohibits “warrantless, continuous, and covert
question is whether any objective reasonable expectation of privacy on outdoor private property will, as a legal matter, survive in a future in which many UAS regularly traverse the skies.

The Dept. of Justice issued guidance on the domestic UAS that provides only limited privacy protection.\textsuperscript{15} The Dept. of Justice guidance states that it will only collect and use information obtained from UAS for an authorized purpose, but this is a very light restraint. The guidance also asks agencies to submit annual privacy reviews, and states that the Dept. of Justice will provide the public with brief descriptions of the types and quantity of its UAS missions. While these steps are positive, they do not provide strong privacy or transparency. Similarly, the International Association of Chiefs of Police issued guidelines recommending that agencies secure a search warrant for UAS only if the UAS will intrude upon reasonable expectations of privacy.\textsuperscript{16}

Public concern and the lack of clear federal privacy protection have prompted several states to take action. Approximately 16 states have enacted UAS privacy laws since 2014, and these laws vary widely.\textsuperscript{17} Most of the state laws are focused on restricting warrantless law enforcement use, though other states – such as North Carolina and Louisiana – restrict private UAS.\textsuperscript{18} Although state UAS privacy laws may reduce public concern within those states, a federal law is preferable to apply to both state and federal UAS, to provide coverage to states that do not have a state UAS law, and to provide greater regulatory certainty to public and private UAS operators.

III. Privacy Laws and Private UAS

Common law privacy torts provide Americans with some protection from private sector UAS out of the home. For example, the torts of intrusion upon seclusion and public disclosure of private facts prohibit intrusions and disclosures that would be highly offensive to a reasonable
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\textsuperscript{18} North Carolina General Statutes, Article 16B, Chapter 15A-300.1. Louisiana Revised Statutes, Title 14, Section 337.
person. Many, though not all, states have voyeurism and peeping tom laws that provide additional protections. However, many voyeurism and peeping tom laws apply only to looking within structures or enclosures, require plaintiffs to have a reasonable expectation of privacy, and may include sexual gratification as a component of the perpetrator’s intent. Moreover, as camera-equipped UAS proliferate, it may become increasingly difficult to claim that observation from UAS is objectively offensive, or that an individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy, even when the observed individual is on private property. Still, these and other civil laws provide Americans with limited protection from some egregious conduct that UAS can enable.

More sweeping government regulation of private UAS must avoid infringing on Americans’ longstanding First Amendment right to take photographs of things visible from public places. Some state UAS-specific laws may run afoul of First Amendment protection for private photography. For example, North Carolina broadly forbids any person from using UAS to capture an image of an individual or private property for the purpose of disseminating or publishing the image, unless the image is newsworthy. Texas law forbids capturing an image of an individual or private property “with intent to conduct surveillance.” We believe such laws infringe on free expression due to their overbreadth and are skeptical that they would withstand a First Amendment challenge.

CDT supports comprehensive baseline consumer privacy legislation that is tech-neutral, and therefore includes physical surveillance platforms such as UAS. However, the application of any such legislation to UAS would be somewhat limited in scope to avoid a First Amendment conflict. While UAS must abide by applicable safety laws, and some UAS platforms could be required to disclose data collection practices, it would likely be generally impermissible to authorize some types of UAS-based recording while restraining others on privacy grounds.

19 “One who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another or his private affairs or concerns, is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if the intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person.” Restatement (Second) of Torts Sec. 652B (1977). “One who gives publicity to a matter concerning the private life of another is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if the matter publicized is of a kind that (a) would be highly offensive to a reasonable person, and (b) is not of legitimate concern to the public.” Restatement (Second) of Torts Sec. 652D (1977).
21 Nuisance and trespass also provide limited privacy protection. However, claims must typically demonstrate a substantial interference with enjoyment of land, and trespass claims likely do not apply to UAS in publicly navigable airspace. Restatement of Torts (Second), Sec. 159(2) (1965), stating that “Flights by aircraft in the airspace above the land of another is a trespass if, but only if, (a) it enters into the immediate reaches of the airspace next to the land, and (b) it interferes substantially with the other’s use and enjoyment of the land.”
23 North Carolina General Statutes, 15A-300.1.
24 Texas Gov’t Code, Sec. 423.003.
CDT believes a strong and accountable industry code of conduct would be a helpful step towards achieving effective privacy protection from private UAS without infringing on free expression. Unfortunately, the industry code of conduct developed by the Association of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) does not provide meaningful protection.  

AUVSI’s industry code merely commits to following the law and respecting the privacy of individuals, without further detail. CDT believes more robust and nuanced industry best practices on privacy and transparency are necessary to build public trust in UAS.

IV. Public Trust of UAS

The perceived lack of privacy protection in law has fed widespread public distrust of UAS. A 2014 Pew poll found that nearly two-thirds of surveyed Americans thought the proliferation of personal and commercial UAS would be negative, despite being generally positive about the future benefits of technological advancement. A 2013 poll from Monmouth University found that three-fourths of surveyed Americans say the government should get a warrant to use UAS. Other polls of residents in specific states show even greater discomfort with UAS surveillance and higher levels of support for a warrant requirement. The lack of trust has prompted the patchwork of state laws and hampered public acceptance of UAS.

This negative sentiment can also manifest in more extreme ways – such as shooting down or disabling UAS in mid-flight. Just two weeks prior to this hearing, on June 4th, firefighters in upstate New York repeatedly tried to spray a UAS with their hoses while it filmed them during the aftermath of a house fire. A New Jersey man shot down a UAS last fall. A 2013


Reason-Rupe poll found that nearly half of surveyed Americans believe they should have the right to shoot down UAS over their property. A bill that would have provided civil immunity to individuals that shoot down UAS over their property passed the Oklahoma Senate Judiciary Committee earlier this spring.

To foster broader public acceptance of UAS, the government and the industry itself should fully address civil liberties issues. We understand that most unmanned aircraft will not be equipped with sophisticated sensors and tracking systems, and it’s clear that most businesses want to be good actors. However, the public wants protections from the most troubling capabilities and uses of this technology that we’ve seen in both theaters of war and domestically. Congress, Executive Branch agencies, and the private sector have important roles to play in providing protections and preserving public trust.

V. Federal UAS Legislation Recommendations

CDT believes Congress should consider legislation regarding UAS to provide privacy where protections are currently weak, to provide regulatory clarity to both businesses and government agencies, and to promote public trust of UAS technology.

The key issue this legislation should address is establishing due process standards for law enforcement use of UAS. While the public has broader concerns with UAS, law enforcement use may be the most acute. The legislation should have a lighter touch for non-law enforcement uses of government (“public”) UAS, such as scientific research and other uses with a low impact on civil liberties, but legislation should establish transparency requirements for all public UAS. Any provision regulating private use of UAS should be flexible enough to avoid infringing on free expression and violating the First Amendment.

More specifically, CDT recommends that Congress enact federal legislation that

- Requires public UAS to submit a data collection statement as part of the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) UAS certification process. The data collection statement should outline the agency’s data collection, retention, and use policies, and provide an individual point of contact.
- Requires the FAA to establish a publicly accessible database indexing public UAS licenses and data collection statements. This could be similar to the FAA’s database for private aircraft.
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o Requires law enforcement agencies to obtain a warrant for UAS surveillance of individuals or private property. Exceptions to this requirement should include exigent circumstances such as destruction of evidence, hot pursuit of a fleeing suspect, and emergency situations involving imminent danger of death or serious injury.

o Bans lethal weapons – “firearms” as defined by 18 USC 921 – from public, private, and hobbyist UAS. Exceptions could include military testing, training, taking off and landing in the US.

Many of these recommendations are articulated in legislation in both the House and Senate. CDT supports the Preserving American Privacy Act of 2015, sponsored by Reps. Poe and Lofgren, as well as Senator Wyden’s forthcoming “Protecting Individuals From Mass Aerial Surveillance Act of 2015.” We believe both bills would establish meaningful protections from overbroad government UAS surveillance while preserving beneficial uses with less impact on civil liberties, such as government research and disaster relief. Senator Wyden’s bill has the added benefit of applying to manned, as well as unmanned, aerial surveillance. The Preserving American Privacy Act does include a light restriction on private UAS, but we believe this restriction – which forbids intentionally using UAS, in a manner that would be highly offensive to a reasonable person, to observe an individual engaging in personal activity in circumstances where the individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy – is generally aligned with privacy torts and does not, on its face, violate the First Amendment. CDT urges Congress to swiftly advance these bills.

VI. Private UAS Recommendations

CDT supports comprehensive baseline consumer privacy legislation that includes UAS, but recognizes that First Amendment principles would constrict privacy regulation of UAS-enabled observation. If broadly adopted and faithfully implemented, an industry code of conduct with meaningful privacy, transparency, and accountability requirements could provide protection and foster public trust. CDT supports the National Telecommunications and Information Administration’s (NTIA) effort to develop voluntary guidelines for UAS, as required by Presidential memorandum on domestic UAS. Because such guidelines would be voluntary, they should not raise the same First Amendment issues associated with formal regulation of data collection by private UAS.

CDT recommends that the UAS industry work to develop a code of conduct for private UAS that

o Establishes reasonable limits on UAS collection and analysis of sensitive or personally identifying information.

---

Establishes reasonable limits on the retention of sensitive or personally identifying data collected by UAS.

- Creates a publicly accessible UAS registry that includes a data collection statement detailing the UAS owner’s collection, retention, and use practices and providing an individual point of contact.
- Provides for reasonable exceptions to a UAS registry, such as registration by proxy or a full exemption, to protect UAS owners’ privacy interests in their identifying information, such as investigative journalists.
- Provides for a means of reporting nuisances and other complaints related to UAS.
- Establishes cybersecurity standards to prevent hijacking or unauthorized damage to UAS systems.38

In addition, CDT recommends that the industry explore technical measures to protect individual privacy in physical space. One example is the private sector effort to enable individuals to “geo-fence” their property so that UAS avoids flying over, or avoids retaining data collected over, the delineated area.39 An example of a technical transparency measure would be to equip UAS with transponders that broadcast a signal identifying the UAS – acting as UAS “license plates” that are easier for individuals to read at a distance than tail markings.40

Another technical measure CDT recommends the industry explore is are protocols to allow individuals to communicate privacy preferences to UAS and other devices collecting data in physical space. For example, UAS equipped with a camera could halt visual observation of individuals who display a particular graphic symbol or color, or who broadcast a “do not track” signal from handheld devices.41 While such privacy protective measures are available to Internet users in the online context, few comparable measures are available yet to protect privacy in physical space.42

Conclusion

Unmanned aircraft have great potential benefit, but also potential for invasion of privacy. For this reason, the public does not trust UAS. Without public trust, the UAS industry will struggle with acceptance, public hostility, and a regulatory patchwork. Current laws do not adequately

42 A system of this kind would have applications beyond UAS, such as facial recognition and other biometric sensors. See, e.g., Harley Geiger, Seeing Is ID’ing: Facial Recognition & Privacy, Comments to the Federal Trade Commission, Center for Democracy & Technology, pg. 17, https://www.cdt.org/files/pdfs/Facial_Recognition_and_Privacy-Center_for_Democracy_and_Technology-January_2012.pdf.
protect privacy from broad surveillance by unmanned aircraft systems. A combination of federal legislation for government UAS and best practices for private UAS would be good initial steps. The goal should be to meaningfully protect privacy and enhance transparency while preserving essential law enforcement use and maintaining a light regulatory touch on emergency, scientific, and other uses with low impact on civil liberties. We look forward to working with both the government and the UAS industry to preserve privacy, free expression, security, and innovation.